Attendees: Kyle Mote, GDOT (Co-chair)
Sam Woods, GDOT Road Design
Ian Rish, GDOT Office of Materials and testing
Douglas Franks, GDOT Bridge
Tyler Lumsden, GDOT Construction
Daniel Pass, GDOT Design Policy and Support
Jeff Baker, Wood – Utilities and Construction
Clint Parker, Hussey Gay Bell - Roadway
Keith Strickland, Stantec - Traffic
Jill Hodges, VHB - Roadway
Ossie Brewer, Moreland Altobelli Associates - Roadway
Al Bowman, Michael Baker - Bridge
Robert Moses, WSP (Co-chair) – Roadway

The subcommittee's goal is to identify, foster and expand training opportunities for BOTH GDOT and Consultants to build a workforce that has a shared understanding of the best practices for the industry.

GDOT representatives cover the different disciplines within GDOT. The Consultant representatives were not chosen by discipline, so we need to be careful that we do not overly focus on “roadway” training.

Training identified and held in 2018. Primarily Roadway-focused. Slots filled and a waiting list of GDOT staff. More GDOT than consultants.

Did not hold all of the identified needed training.

Spreadsheet distributed. Needs updating. Robert will send the priority list also.

Three training buckets: 1-2 hour classes (for example, the Design-Environmental training)
1/2 day to full-day classes (for example, the Designer-Utilities training)
Multi-day classes (for example, NHI classes)
Jeff suggested using the District offices as remote sites for training. Would be helpful for non-Atlanta consultants. Negative would be the travel time for the trainers to the Districts.

Ian’s presentation at the Transportation Summit

ACEC-Georgia will promote most training opportunities through a blast to their email list

Website or websites to post training opportunities – facebook page, LinkedIn page, GDOT’s ROADS webpage, GDOT’s Training webpage, ACEC-Georgia’s Events Calendar

LMS vs. ELMS

Some GDOT internal training will remain internal

Maintenance training?

Can the GDOT training be videotaped and posted YouTube or a training website? It can be done, but is not being done. May be some obstacles to doing this.

Kyle to ask Hiral about an OES representative to the subcommittee.